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Londonderry, NH 03053
March 4, 1981

Mr. John F. Ahearne Subject: Docket 50-2895?
Chairman Commissioner TMI - Unit 1
U.S. Nuclear Re6ulatory Commission Middletown, PA
1717 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:
This letter is to express my concern that TMI Unit 1 be operationally

restored at the earliest possible time.

The one fact that noone has any control over is that the total nunber
of deaths inflicted on our society by non-nuclear sources, E7EN CCNSDERING
A NUCLEAR DISASTER (if it were pesible) THAT RESUL"'S IN 10,000 DEATHS, is
at least hundreds of times greater. No other source of energy produces waste
where its dangerous components atomica117 break down into safe substances.
No other source of ener6y :an boast of the volume of a 1 lb. coffee can of
waste for i average person's LIFETIMS use of electricity. No other source
of energy will even come close to havin6 its waste isolated f:en our envi-
ronment as nuclear waste will. Sven if the isolation 'isthod fails, deaths
from the waste from alternatives that would have been used to replace nuclear
power, would be THOUSANDS of times greater.

Please do not look at this letter as one personal opinion from one indi-
vidual, or "one vote for nuclcar power." The question boils down to what is
r1 ht or wrong for our environsont, not what does an uneducated public feel6
emotionally about a controversial energy source. Not to infer any crime will
ever be committed, but any delay or stoppage of present day nuclear techno-
logy, satisfies the le6al definition of Voluntary Maaslau6hter due to the
excess deaths resulting from the usage of non-nuclear power and its asso-
ciated total deaths increase. I certainly hope you will consider scientific
facts, and not the emotions of any group, in deciding the fate of TMI's
Unit 1.

Mother Nature does NOT make exceptions to emotional decisions that result
in the total deaths increasing. Please remember this when considering if TMI
Unit i should be operationally restored.

Sincerely,

hhh, br. J
. -]4,,m./g. DanV[5111eville
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